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        Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection High-Visibility Economy Adjustable NRR 23 dB Earmuffs - HP-M1    
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        [image: /bullhead-safety-hearing Logo] The HP-M1 is an economy earmuff with high-level attenuation. The over-the-head banded design provides versatility for use with other PPE. Features soft ABS cups for their durability and impact resistance, 2-point, adjustable headband for a custom fit. Soft PVC ear cushions allow comfort in extended wearing conditions. NRR 23 dB. 
Each item is individually packaged in a polybag for retail sale.
	2-point adjustable headband
	Lightweight earmuff combines maximum protection and a contemporary style
	ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) cups provide impact resistance and toughness
	Soft PVC ear cushions deliver long-wearing comfort
	Flexible reinforced plastic headband offers a custom fit
	Black headband with high-visibility yellow/green ear cups
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        More Information	Brand	Bullhead Safety® Hearing Protection
	Sizes	One Size
	Industry	Assembly, Cleaning, Demolition, Electrical, Facility Maintenance, Grinding, Machine Operation, Manufacturing, Sanding, Transportation, Welding, Construction, Painting
	Color	Black and Yellow/Green
	ANSI S3. 19-1974 NRR Rating	23 dB
	Cups	ABS, Impact Resistance
	Cushion Material	Soft PVC
	HeadBand	2-Point Adjustable
	Poly bagged	Individually
	Retail Ready	Yes
	Style	Economy Earmuffs
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EXTENDED SIZES
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																		Standard-Grade Gray Split Cowhide Leather Drivers Style Gloves - 3200S
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																		FrogWear® HV Premium Fleece-Lined Softshell Jacket - GLO-SJ1
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																		Spearfish® Smoke Anti-Fog Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH2253AF
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Pavon® Clear Anti-Fog Lens, Frosted Clear Frame Safety Glasses - BH511AF
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																		Discus™ Clear Anti-Fog Lens, Frosted Clear Frame Safety Glasses - BH2811AF
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																		Economy-Grade Goatskin Leather Drivers Gloves - 3200GE
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Yellow/Green Solid and Mesh Polyester Surveyors Vest - GLO-003
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																		Spearfish® Clear Performance Fog Technology 2.0 Diopter Bifocal Reader Style Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH225120PFT
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Standard-Grade Grain Pigskin Leather Drivers Gloves - 3200P
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																		FrogWear® HV Self-Wicking Polyester Short-Sleeved High-Visibility Yellow/Green Shirt - GLO-007B
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																		Standard-Grade Cowhide Leather Insulated Gloves - 2950
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																		FrogWear® HV High-Visibility Winter Parka Jacket - GLO-P1
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																		Quality Split Cowhide Leather Unlined Mittens - 52MIT
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																		Spearfish® Clear Performance Fog Technology 2.5 Diopter Bifocal Reader Style Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH225125PFT
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																		Spearfish® Clear Performance Fog Technology Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH2251PFT
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																		Spearfish® Smoke Performance Fog Technology 1.5 Diopter Bifocal Reader Style Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH225315PFT
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																		Spearfish® Smoke Performance Fog Technology 2.0 Diopter Bifocal Reader Style Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH225320PFT
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																		Spearfish® Smoke Performance Fog Technology 2.5 Diopter   Bifocal Reader Style Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH225325PFT
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																		Spearfish® Brown Anti-Fog Lens, Camouflage Frame Safety Glasses - BH22108AF
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																		Pavon® Rainbow Mirror Lens, Frosted Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH5410
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																		Discus™ Smoke Anti-Fog Lens, Frosted Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH2833AF
																	

																																																																				
																		
																			Rating:
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																		Spearfish® Smoke Anti-Fog Lens, Camouflage Frame Safety Glasses - BH2213AF
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																		Pavon® Smoke Lens, Frosted Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH543
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																		Spearfish® Yellow Anti-Fog Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH2254AF
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																		Pavon® Smoke Anti-Fog Lens, Frosted Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH543AF
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																		Spearfish® Clear Anti-Fog Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH2251AF
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																		Pavon® Clear Lens, Frosted Clear Frame Safety Glasses;Pavon® Clear Lens, Frosted Clear Frame Safety Glasses - BH511
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																		Discus™ Clear Lens, Frosted Clear Frame Safety Glasses - BH2811
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																		Spearfish® Smoke Anti-Fog Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH2253AFE
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																		Pavon® Yellow Lens, Frosted Yellow Frame Safety Glasses - BH584
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																		Spearfish® Clear Performance Fog Technology 1.5 Diopter Bifocal Reader Style Lens, Shiny Black Frame Safety Glasses - BH225115PFT
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																		Bullhead Safety™ Winter Liners Shoulder-Length Thermal Balaclava - WL120
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Contact Information


	
Address:
13915 Radium St NW
Ramsey, MN 55303


	
Phone:
763-450-0110


	
Email:
Sales@GlobalGlove.com


	
Working Days/Hours:
Mon - Fri / 8:00AM - 6:00PM CST


	
Global Glove and Safety Manufacturing, Inc. only sells to established authorized distributors. For more information, please call us at 763-450-0110.










    Main Features

    
        	Gloves
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Newsletter


Get all the latest information on new and improved safety products.
Sign up for a newsletter today.
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